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Happy Dance 
Happy Dance is a redemption product that allows players to interact
with a video screen. Players slide Happy the Penguin down the track,
the video takes over, and the animated Happy character slides on the
ice to different positions. The game awards tickets to the player
depending on where he lands.

Theisen Vending
(800)633-3436; www.theisenvending.com

Sundance Classic Horse
This is a classic favorite. Features include authentic leather saddle;
adjustable audio with horse whinny and western music; start up safety
message; neck mounted coin mechanism; high security cash box
entry; casters and towing hooks; and fiberglass body.

T-Bone Rodeo Bronco
Can a true cowboy stay on the bull? Features include authentic leather
riding pad and bull rope; adjustable audio of rodeo and bull bell; start
up safety message; high security cash box entry; casters and towing
hooks; and fiberglass body.

Tom Cat Snowmobile
Blaze through the snow trails. Features include smooth riding action;
adjustable audio with engine rev and horn; start up safety message;
high security cash box entry; casters and towing hooks; gel-coated
fiberglass body; and is available in red, blue, and orange.

Trail Boss
Rev your engine through the wooded trails and honk your horn for the
deer ahead. This ride includes adjustible audio of revving engine and
horn; start up safety message; high security cash box entry; double
coin mechanism; castors and towing hooks; gel-coated fiberglass
body; and is available in red, blue, orange, and camoflauge.

Wake Buster
Crash waves in a high speed race. Features include adjustable audio
of powerful engine with siren button and Miami Vice theme music; start
up safety message; single passenger ride; high security cash box
entry; casters and towing hooks; gel-coated fiberglass body; and is
available in red, blue, orange, and purple.

Triotech 
(514)354-8999; www.trio-tech.com

Jett Rider
Kids will feel like they are flying with the characters, experiencing all
the thrills of this great ride, from the bumps to the grind on the road.
Jett, a young boy with a wild imagination, builds jetpacks for him and
his cat Jin as they embark on a thrilling adventure. Features include a
wide range of simulation from subtle sensation to intense vibration;
surround sound system; and films produced by Triotech’s 3D anima-
tion studio. It is safe and durable for kids of all ages.

Universal Space
(905)477-2823; www.universal-space.com

Astro Invasion
Players throw as many balls as possible into the mouths of the robots
or aliens before time runs out. The more you toss, the higher the
score. Aim the balls at the spaceship at the back to win even more
tickets.

Dino Pop
This ball toss game is simple and fun. Players toss as many balls as
they can into the dino’s mouth within the alloted time. The dino also
moves to make the ball toss slightly more challenging. Tickets are
awarded based on the final score.
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Ducky Splash
Ducky Splash is a one or two-player water shooting game that offers
both simplicity and excitement. The object of the game is to use the
Dino water guns to shoot rubber ducks into the two tunnel entrances.
Players must shoot as many ducks as possible into their own entrance
before the time runs out. Each time a duck passes through the
entrance, the player’s score increases. Tickets are awarded based on
the final score.

Mini Train
Kids can enjoy the interactive mini game while they ride the train. The
ride features exciting smoke effects and a gentle rocking motion. Kids
can press the button for a whistle. The game is gel coated for durability
and fog juice is easily replaceable.

Pirate’s Hook 
This two-player fishing game requires skill and timing to use the fish-
ing reels with rotating handles to wind the line and strike the multi-
color changing LED lights. There are three tension settings and a 42-
inch LCD monitor. The bigger the fish, the higher the score.

Valley-Dynamo
(972)595-5300; www.valley-dynamo.com

Short Shot 
This toddler-size table is designed to fill a void of games to entertain
small children. It is three inches shorter than the standard table and
comes with sound, lights, and ticket dispensers. The 56-inch length is
just right for a toddler’s reach.

Whittaker Brothers
+44 (0)1706 847531; www.whittakers.co.uk

Coffee Cup Carousel
A brand new ride with three coffee cups turning individually as the ride
revolves. With great sounds and attractive lighting effects this will be a
popular ride. Casters under the ride afford for for ease of movement.

Horse Carousel 
Following the huge success of the three-seat horse carousel in recent
years, the new model features completely new fibreglass mouldings
and extensive use of the latest LED lighting and sound effects to pro-
duce a ride that kids will love. The two horses rise up and down and
the ride revolves  while the fixed carriage gives secure seating for
small children. Casters allow the ride to be moved around the location
with ease.

Robert E Lee Video Ride
A novel single seat ride incorporating an exclusive river boat video
game which the child controls with movements of the steering wheel.
The ride also features attract mode sounds and a pushbutton steam
whistle. ▲
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